UMP, ECERDC AND BIOTECH CORP
TO DEVELOP PAHANG BIO-AROMATIC PARK

UMP DENIZENS HELPED
FLOOD VICTIMS IN A MASSIVE
‘GOTONG ROYONG’ ACTIVITY

MORE THAN 4,000
PEOPLE CAME FOR UMP 2014 OPEN DAY
Why UMP is the logical move for your outstanding and unique technological experience:

First local public university:
• To be conferred "digital university" status in the East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia.
• To inaugurate the Malaysian Ministry of Higher Education's "MyMo-HES" database, and ranked five-star.
• To be certified OHSAS 18001:1999.
• To establish Centralized Laboratory in the East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia.
• To establish Mandarin Language & Cultural Centre.
• To spearhead industry centres of excellence, with the collaborations of HeiTech Padu Bhd, IBM Malaysia Sdn Bhd, Miyazu Sdn Bhd and Sapura Industrial Bhd.
• To spearhead students apprenticeship programme, with the collaborations of Malaysian Automotive Institute.
• To spearhead soft skills programme for human capital development.

Ranked:
• MSC-status tertiary education provider.

Offers:
• A variety of accredited engineering and technical study programmes.
• A culture of excellence in research and innovation.
• Double degrees programme with Hochschule Karlsruhe Und Wirtschaft (HsKA) of Germany.
• Collaborative partnerships with industries in the East Coast Industrial Belt.

Fully equipped with:
• 24/7 wireless broadband Internet and on-campus e-Community system.
• The largest TM HotZone bandwith in the East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia.
• Strong collaborations and strategic networking with industries and corporations, as well as tie-ups with renowned domestic and international universities.
• German Academic & Career Centre.
• World-class Sports Complex, including a national focus on basketball
• Complete and comfortable infrastructures.
• The best and sophisticated laboratory in the East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia.

For Further Information, Please Contact:
Public Relations Unit
Office of the Vice-Chancellor
Universiti Malaysia Pahang
Lubuhraya Tun Razak
26300 Gambang, Kuantan,
Pahang Darul Makmur, Malaysia.
Tel: +609-549 2020    Fax: +609-549 3199
e-Mail: pro@ump.edu.my
Website: www.ump.edu.my
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/universiti.malaysia.pahang
UMP Staff are Urged to Continue Pursuing Excellence

Merdeka Discussion Added Sparks to Merdeka Celebration

UMP Won 10 Medals in Bio-Malaysia 2013
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UMP Won Nine Medals and a Special Award at the MTE 2014

Dr. Abdulrahman Hamid Nour Awarded with an Honourary Doctorate in Letters, IBC

Russian Acknowledgement for UMP Researchers

Engr. Abdul Syukor Honoured with the Highest Award - World Inventor Grand Order of Merit 2013

UMP Churned Out First Batch of Graduates With Master’s Degree in Chemical Engineering with Entrepreneurship

International Night Promotes Intercontinental Culture and Tradition

UMP Researchers Continued to Excel in SIIF Korea

Myrza Fasha Spoke on Her Everest Expedition Experience

TAR College and Taylor’s University Emerged as Champions of the Higher Education Deputy Minister Trophy’s Three-on-Three Basketball Game

UMP Undergraduates Gave the Thumbs Up for Job Fair

UMP Undergraduate Attended Aceh-Malaysia Youth Leaders’ Conference

UMP Collected 11 Medals and Two Special Awards at I-ENVEC 2014

UMP-RTM’s Visits in Rural Areas

Emeritus Professor Dr. Ario Ohsato Shared Expertise on Manufacturing Engineering Technology

UMP Received Oil and Gas Simulation Control Software

1Malaysia Concept Add Colours to Bayu Kenyalang Festival

Around the World Themed Exhibition: a Display of International Culture

UMP-NIU Signed an Agreement that Enriched its Technology Engineering Programme to an International Level

‘Stairway to University’ by Yadim and UMP

The Intricate Relationship Between Technology, Knowledge and Creativity
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